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Dra^vn Thread Work — !2"^^ Series

The great interest with which the publication of our tirst

series of patterns of openwork on linen was received, and the

requests addressed to us for a new collection, induced us to issue

a second series comprising patterns which are sure to interest

our readers.

This new publication consists of insertions of Slav design

(plate I), and old Italian character (plates II and III), of Reti-

cella openwork (plate IV), and old Spanish openwork (plate V),

besides edgings in cut stitch (plates VI, VII and VIII).

These are followed bj' plain grounds (plates IX and X),

a ground with rosettes, resembling Teneriffe lace (plate XI)

and a ground in cut stitch, with Reticella motives (plate XII).

This collection also contains patterns of checked openwork,

closely resembling the patterns of embroidered net, which in

fact can be used equally well for this kind of openwork

;

flowers and animals most often form the subjects of these

motives in the Renaissance style, and these can be adapted to

squares and borders.

Plates XXIX to XXXII consist of simple openwork
patterns, worked in Pearl cotton on coarse coloured linen

;

this kind of work is quickly done and produces a new and
very original effect.

The uses to which openwork on linen can be put are many,
occup3ang an important place in ladies' dress, household linen

and furniture.
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The patterns on plates I to III are suitable for ornamenting

little finger napkins and tray-cloths, they may also be used for

trimming blouses and aprons, collars, cuffs, caps, &c.

The edgings on plate V, easy to work, lend themselves

exceptionally well to the trimming of such articles as deep

collars, scarves, dress widths, &c. ; on the other hand the patterns

on plate I\', more laborious to work, are better adapted for the

decoration of church linen and fine table and bed linen.

For napery, table-centres, dresser-cloths, towels, pincushions,

night-dress bags, waistbands, &c., we recommend the patterns

in cut stitch on plates \'I to A'lII, as well as the grounds

on plates IX to XII.

The checked openwork embroideries (plates XIII to XXIII)
are very strong and durable ; they are intended for trimming
table-cloths and napery of all kinds, bed and pillow spreads,

curtains and blinds, as well as for the trimming of church

linen in general.

For furniture and upholstery, all such things as are not

liable to be washed, such as carpets, cushions, lambrequins,

eiderdowns, work bags, &c., the patterns on plate XXIX to

XXXII worked on coarse coloured linen will be found suitable.

In order to point out some uses to which these different

patterns may be put, five plates will be found in this publica-

tion representing various objects ornamented with the open-

work reproduced on plates I to XXIII and XXIX to XXXII.

The general instructions necessarj' for the execution of the

work are contained in our first series of patterns of openwork
on linen; we therefore confine ourselves here to explaining

the working of different kinds of checked openwork which may
not yet be known to our readers.

Materials. — Openwork is done on stuffs of which the

warp and the woof threads are as far as possible of the same
size, so that the spaces left by the withdrawal of the threads

should be regular in form. For table, bed and dress linen, the

different kinds of white, cream or ecru linen are used for em-
broidery. For decorative purposes coloured linens are preferable,

woven of fine, medium fine, or coarse threads, which are to

be had in a considerable variety of shades.

Tammy stuffs of all sorts serve for antimacassars, curtains

and blinds
;
gauze and cambric for trimming articles of dress.
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For the openwork, after the threads have been drawn out,

use a strong twisted thread selected from among the D-M-C
articles, either D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 lils)(*),

D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special),

D-M-C Cotton lace thread (Fil a dentelles), D-M-C Alsatian

thread (Fil d'Alsace), D-M-C Alsatian twist (Retors d'Alsace),

D-M-C Alsatian cordonnet (Cordonnet d'Alsace), D-M-C Alsatia,

D-M-C Alsa, D-M-C Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer), D-M-C
Flax lace thread (Fin pour dentelles), D-M-C I-'lax thread

for knitting and crochet (Fin j^our tricoter et crocheter). The
size of the thread should generally correspond with that of

the threads of the stuff, but for those parts which are to stand

out in special relief, a coarser thread should be used. For all

the fillings and the decorative figures in darning stitch use

a soft floss thread, such as D-M-C vSpecial stranded cotton

(Mouline special), or such slightly twisted threads as D-M-C
Pearl cotton (Coton perle), D-M-C Alsatia, D-M-C Floss flax

or flourishing thread (Fin floche) and D-M-C Rayon for em-
broidery (Raj'onne a broder), in the coarse numbers. Openwork
on linen is generally done in one colour, white on white, or

in the same colour as the stuff on which the work is done,

but in an}' case we recommend white thread for cream and
ecru stuffs and a slightly tinted thread for coloured stuffs.

Checked openwork is often done in a network of colours ; red,

blue, green, brown and 3'ellow together, produce the best effect.

For the convenience of our readers and to render the

reproduction of the patterns easier, each plate is preceded b}'

instructions as to the materials to be employed.

(*) The French names hi l)rackets are those stamped on the labels of the

DMC articles.
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Directions for the execution of the

checked openwork.

The term " checked openwork " has been chosen to

sijccify the kind of work the stuff foundation of which

is transformed into a net or web by the withdrawal of

warp and woof threads : the motives are reserved in the stuff

or embroidered in the net by means of a plain stitch.

To make the net you generally draw out the same number
of threads as you leave

to form the clusters ; if

you want to get a very

close net you may leave

more threads for the

clusters than you draw

out for the openwork.

Each of our patterns

is accom])anied by the

necessary directions as

to the number of threads

to be drawn out.

In the case of a piece

of work of any impor-

tance it is a good plan

to sketch or mark out

the stitches and mark
the threads to be drawn
out with a coloured

thread, so as to avoid mistakes in the cutting out of the threads.

Work with motives reserved in the stuff (figs, i and 2)

For work in which the motives are reserved in the stuff, begin

by tracing the outlines with back stitches.

These stitches which must be set in the middle of the edge

which is to be embroidered over, are worked over as many
threads of the stuff as you have counted for the formation

of the clusters and the openwork.

His,'. I. Hi.w til d.i the traciiiL;.

the einbruidery of the outlines and the drLiwiuij

Diit of the threads of the stuff.
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J. How to embroider the stuH

with the four-sided stiteh.

When the tracing is quite finished embraider it over with

straight corded stitches over a foundation thread. These
stitches must be set perpendicularly to the lines of the outline

;

onl}' to form the cor- pJ5ggi.v^^;gg^g^-j^jgig||5g^^gigjigs^^

ners, the stitches must
be set slanting, directed

towards the inside of

the line that they are

to enclose. After the

outlines have been em-
broidered, ^^ou cut all

the vertical and horizon-

tal threads of the stuff

which are to be drawn
out to form the net.

Fig. I shews how
to trace and embroider

the outlines, as well

as how to cut and draw out the threads of the stuff.

The net composed of clusters of threads and little squares

of stuff is to be embroidered over in the way indicated by the

pattern selected for copj-ing.

There are three ways of

fastening the threads of the

clusters :

i) Net with overcast clusters,

see plates XIII, XIV, XVII,
XIX and XXII;

2) Net with corded clusters,

see plates XV, XVI, XX
and XXI;

3) Net with clusters secured

by four-sided stitches, see

plate XXIII.

Fig. 2 shews the execution

of a net secured by four-sided

stitches. Beginning on the right make a vertical stitch down-
wards from above, on the left side of a little square of the stuff,

then make a second vertical stitch downwards on the right

side of the square ; these two stitches are completed top and
bottom by two horizontal stitches from left to right.

H(.nv to execute the figures

in linen stitch.
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Fiii- 4- How to make a ground

Then slip your needle under the next square of stuff and,

as before, make the first vertical stitch.

Along the embroidered outlines secure the clusters by

overcasting stitches, set near the corded edge.

g3 Pieces of work w^ith mo-
^ tives embroidered in the net.

*3 Besides work in which the

\-$'!S^
motives are reserved in the stuff,

the motives may be embroi-

dered in the net, in the three

different ways following

:

i) Motives embroidered in

linen stitch, see plates XVI
and XVII;

2) Moti\-es embroidered in

darning stitch, see plates XIII,

XIV, XIX and XX;
3) ilotives embroidered in

<,f ovL-rcast bars.
Yqo\) Stitch, SCC plate XV.

Here follow the necessary directions for the above three

kinds of motives.

Work in which the motives are worked in linen stitch

(figs. 3 and 4). — Here the first thing to do is to transform

the \\'hole inside of the

stuff into a net. Only the

edge of the pattern must
be secured with corded

stitches. To make the net

equal numbers of threads

of the stuff must be drawn
out and left, either two
or four. The linen stitch

is worked in this net, in

two rows. The intersection

of the threads is done in

the usual wa}-, taking up a thread on the needle and passing

it over the next one.

Fig. 3 shews the working of a motive in linen stitch on a

net of drawn threads ; the to]) needle shews how to place the

first row of stitches and the bottom one shews how to make
the second row of stitches which intersects the first. When the

Fii;. =i. How to work a figure

in single darning stitch.
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motives in linen stitch are finished, j-ou embroider the net over,

vertically and horizontally. The clusters may be embroidered
over with a single overcasting stitch or transformed into corded

bars by means of close corded stitches.

When the corded bars are done in the same shade as the

stuff the thread is carried from bar to bar at the back of the

work ; if on the contrary, you wish the ground of bars to be of

a colour in marked contrast to the stuff, you embroider over

Fig. 6. How to execute a motive in reinforced darning

overcast the clusters in vertical rows

stitch and liow to

the little squares of stuff with slanting stitches so that they are

completely covered by the crossing of these stitches as seen

in fig. 4.

Work in which the motives are worked in darning
stitch (figs. 5 and 6). — Here the ground is transformed into

a net, the same as is done in the case of a ground embroidered

with linen stitch. The number of threads to be drawn out and
left may vary between 2, 3 and 4 and the squares of stuff ma^'

consist of more threads than the number that has served for

the openwork.

Before executing the motives in darning stitch you must
embroider over all the clusters in the same direction as the

rows worked in darning stitch.
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The dusters may be overcast or transformed into corded

bars, according to the work that is to be executed.

The darning stitch ma}- be done in the two following ways :

in single darning stitch in rows to and fro, taking up one cluster

of threads on the needle and passing over the next one. According

to the size of the thread used it will require two to four double

rows to fill up one row of open spaces of the net; see fig. 5,

which explains the working of the single darning stitch.

For the double darning stitch you have to carry your thread

o\-er the openwork squares that are to be filled ;
coming back

^s£:s?ri'^^ss^^!fS^tsss^sm?ss^a3;^sssjS'Si,^i^^ vou cover this thread

over again with slant-

ing stitches which you
overcast at each square

ofthenetasseenin fig. 6.

To obtain a close

filling you set two or

three rows of stitches

in each series of open
spaces. When all the

motives in darning

stitch are finished you
must still overcast or

Fi.- 7. H„w to c.x.cnt. a motive i„ ln„p .titch.
^^^^^^ -^^ vertical rOWS

all the clusters that are not embroidered over, see fig. 6.

Work in wrhich the motives are worked in loop stitch

(fig. 7). — Here also the ground must be entirely transformed

into a net. You remove and leave 3 or 4 threads of the stuff,

then you begin by cording the clusters in horizontal rows ; for

this kind of checked openwork you never use a ground of

overcast clusters.

Whilst cording the clusters in vertical rows you execute at

the same time the motives in loo]j stitch. Starting from the left

and from the middle of a cluster to be corded you make first

the bottom row of loops, then returning you interlace the loops

of the top row with those of the bottom row, see fig. 7.

Openwork on linen done w^ith the help of the sewing-
machine. — All the different kinds of openwork on linen can

be done with the sewing-machine.

W^e do not give any directions for this work which is already

so well known, but we advise our readers to regulate the tension
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of the shuttle thread carefully, as it ueeds to be much tighter

for this kind of work than is generally necessary for sewing

or machine made embroidery.

For single rows of openwork and corded bars the best

material for the bobbin thread is either D-M-C Alsatian thread

(Fil d'Alsace) Nos. lOO to 300, D-M-C Embroidery cotton,

special quality (Coton a broder, qualite speciale) on reels,

Nos 80 to 120; D-M-C Alsatian twist (Retors d'Alsace) Nos 30

to 60, D-M-C Alsatian Cordonnet (Cordonnet d'Alsace) Nos. 60

and 80 and D-M-C Alsa Nos. 40 and 60 should be used for the

parts in darning stitch. For the shuttle thread take D-M-C
Sewing-Machine cotton (Cable 6 fils) No. 150.

In addition to the plates in this album, a large selection of

patterns for drawn thread work will be found in the following

publications of the D-M-C Library : Draum thread Work,

1st Series, Openwork Embroideries and Works of various kinds.



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate I.

Two braids (figs. 8 and lo).

MATICRIAI^S : tiuen of medium coarseness; D-MC Embroidery cotton,

special quality (Coton a broder, qnalite spcciale) No. r6, in White and Garnet red 326 ( •).

Draw out i thread of the stuff, leave four times 3 threads,

draw out three times 5 threads, then i thread more. Begin by
making with white thread the little outside rows of openwork,
drawing together each time 3 threads of the stufif, then orna-

ment the inside bars with vertical stitches, separated from each

other by one cluster of 3 threads of the stuff. The figures in

darning stitch are executed in two shades ; for the light stitches

take white thread, for the dark stitches red thread.

Two braids (figs. 9 and 11).

MATERIAI^S: Linen of nu-dium coarseness; D-M-C Floss fla.x or flourishing

thread (Ein floclie) No. .s, in White and in Forget-me-not blue S25 (*).

Draw out i thread of the stuff, leave six times 3 threads,

and draw out five times 5 threads, then i thread more. Begin
the work according to the description given for figs. 8 and 10.

Take for the light stitches white thread and for the dark ones
blue thread.

(*) These numbers refer to the colours on the colour cards of the articles stamped
with the 1)-M-C trade mark. These cards can be consulted at all the mercers' and
needlework shops.
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DRAWN THREAD WORK — 2iid Series

Figure 1 1

.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLLFUS-MIEG & Ci^ vSociete anonyme
MITLHOUSE-BELFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate II *\

Four openwork insertions (figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15).

MAT1-:RIAI,.S: Lintii of medium coarstiiess ; DJIC Pearl eottoii

(Coton perle) No. 5 and D-MC Crochet cotton, special qualit\- (Cnrdounet special)

Xo. 10, in \\^hite or in Cream.

Do the straight rows in corded stitch over 4 threads of the

stuff, with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5, towards the outside leave

2 threads of the stuff, draw out i thread, leave 4 and draw out

I thread more. Over the wide strips of 4 threads make the

four-sided stitch with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special qualitj'.

No. 10. I'or the openwork insertion, fig. 12, draw out 14 threads

and for the insertions, figs. 13 and 14, draw out 16 threads and
for fig. 15, draw out 20 threads. The motives in corded and in

darning stitcli are to be done with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5.

(*) Complementary directions for the execution of the

patterns of this plate will be found in our 1st Series of "Drawn
thread Work", figs. 5 and 35 to 38.
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1

DRAWN THREAD WORK — 2nd Series

Figure i 5

.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOI^LFUvS-MlEG & C'^, Societe anonyme
MULHOUSE-BEI-FORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate III.

Five openwork insertions (ligs. i6, 17, 18, 19 and 20).

MATERIALS: Linen of medinni coarseness; D-MC Alsatia No. 20

and D-MC Crochet citton, special quality (Cordonnct special) No. 20, in White
or in Cream.

Work the straight rows in corded stitch over 4 threads of

the stuff, with D-M-C Alsatia No. 20. P'or tig. 16, draw out

20 threads of the stuff, in length ; in height leave, alternateh-,

6 threads and draw out 10. For fig. 17, draw out 20 threads

of the stuff, in length
; in height, leave 4, draw out 2 threads,

leave 4, draw out 9 threads, leave 4 and draw out 9. For
fig. 18, draw out 24 threads of the stuff, in length; in height,

leave 6 threads and draw out 24. F'or fig. 19, draw out 15
threads of the stuff, in lenght ; in heigth, leave 30 and draw
out 15. For fig. 20, draw out 24 threads of the stuff, in length;

in height, leave 6, draw out 2 threads, leave 6 and draw
out 24. The motives in darning stitch, in corded stitch and in

button-hole stitch are to be worked with D-R'FC Crochet
cotton, special quality. No. 20.
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Figure 20.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

D0I.I.1'US-MIEG & Cie, Societe anonyme
MULHOITSIC-r.KLFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate IV.

Two borders (figs. 21 and 22).

MATIiRIAI^S: Fine linen; D-MC Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils)

Nos. 50 and ho, in White or in Ecru.

For the openwork ground of the border, fig. 21, draw out

in the height and in the length, alternately, 24 threads of the

stuff and leave 8. For the border, fig. 22, draw out in height

and in length, alternately', 16 threads of the stuff and leave 8.

Work the rows of corded stitch over 4 threads, of the stuff,

then towards the outside, leave 4 threads, draw out i, leave

4 threads and again draw out i. Work the four-sided stitch

over the bands of stuff, 4 threads in width. Do the openwork
figures with D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord, No. 50 excepting

the filling of the triangles of fig. 21, for which use D-M-C
Crochet cotton, 6 cord. No. 80.
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DRAWN THRIv\l) WORK — ind Scries

I'igure 2^.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOIvLFUvS-MIEG & C'^, Societe anonyme
MULHOUSE-EHI.FORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate V.

Two borders (tigs. 23 and 24).

-MATKRIAI^S : I,iiitii of medium coarseness; DMC Flax lace thread

(I,in pour dentelles) No. 20, in White or in licru.

For fig. 23 draw out 42 threads of the stuff, lengthways,

for the wide strip of openwork and 18 threads for the two

narrow ones, leaving 6 threads between each row. For the stars

draw out 42 vertical threads and for the figures composed of

knotted clusters leave three times 12 vertical threads and draw

out twice 3 threads.

For fig. 24 draw out 42 threads of the stuff, lengthwaj-s,

for the wide openwork insertion and 16 threads for the narrow

ones, leaving 6 threads between each.

The clusters formed of 3 threads of the stuff are to be

knotted near the edge of the linen by means of chain stitches

set contrariwise ; then where the vertical threads are to be cut

out, you embroider over the edges of the stuff with corded

stitches, worked over 3 threads. Do the embroidery with D-M-C
I'lax lace thread No. 20.

The two borders of this plate are very like "Tenerift'e"

work, and we refer our readers to our album " Teneriffe Lace
Work", which contains a number of reproductions of laces and
insertions quite suitable as patterns for openwork on linen.
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For working, use tlie D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOIJJ'US-MIKG & C'^ Societe anonyme
MUMIOTTSE-BRLFOHT -PARIS



Directions tor tlic execution of tlie patterns

on Plate VI.

Two borders with corners (figs. 23 and 26).

JI.\TERIAI,S : I.incu of medium coarseness; D-MC Pearl cotton {Coton

perle) No. 5 and 1>MC Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special) No. 10,

in White or in Cream.

The inside band uf the border, fig. 25, nuniber,s 36 threads

of the stuff, ill height ; draw out i thread, leave 4 threads,

draw out 8 threads, leave 4 threads, draw out i thread more.

The narrow bands of openwork are done with D-M-C Crochet

cotton, special quality. No. 10. The openwork squares are done
over 28 threads of the stuff ; make the framing in corded

stitch over 4 threads of the stuff, with D-M-C Pearl cotton

No. 5. Inside, draw out three times 4 threads and leave twice

4 threads of the stuff; the openwork star is worked with D-il-C

Crochet cotton, special quality. No. 10. For the embroidered
figures in flat stitch use D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5 and do the

star stitches ^^ ith D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality, No. 10.

The inside band of the border, fig. 26, numbers 42 threads
of the stuff, in height; draw out i thread of the stuft", leave 4
threads, draw out 4 threads, lea\-e 4 threads and draw out
I thread more. Make the narrow bands of openwork with
D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality-. No. 10. The openwork
squares are made over 30 threads of the stuff ; make the framing
in corded stitch over 3 threads, in D-:\I-C Pearl cotton No. 5.

Inside this framing draw out 9 threads in the corners and
lea\-e 6 threads of the stuff in the middle, which are to be made
into J^ars by means of darning stitches with D-M-C Pearl

cotton No. 5. The oblique lea\-es, in darning stitch, are to be
done with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality. No. 10. For
the embroidered motives, work flat stitch with D-il-C Pearl
cotton No. 5, and cord the stalks and tendrils with D-^I-C
Crochet cotton, s].)ecial quality. No. 10.
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Finnic --.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLI.FUvS-MIEG & Cie, Societe anonyme
MULHOUSE-BELFORI-PAKIS



Directions tor the execution of the patterns

on Plate VII.

Two borders with corners (figs. 27 and 28).

MATERIALS; Linen of medium coarseness; D-MC -Alsatia Ko. 15 and

DMC CrochL-t cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special) Xo. 10, 20 and 50,

in M'hite or in Cream.

For the openwork insertions draw out 36 threads of the

stuff, lengthways and in height, and leave only 36 vertical threads

for the motives in darning stitch. Secure the edges with corded

stitches set over 3 threads of the stuff, in D-M-C Alsatia No. 15 ;

draw out i thread of the stuff, leave 3 threads, draw out i thread

more ; make the four-sided openwork stitch with D-M-C Crochet

cotton, special qualitj^ No. 10 and the figures in darning stitch

with D-M-C Alsatia No. 15. In the empty spaces place corded

Ijars, worked in D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality. No. 20,

and fix over these bars the motives in crochet.

Stars with picots (Motives for the border of fig. 27). —
For the crochet work use D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality,

No. 50 and for the cord D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality.

No. 10.

isf rnu- : Over a double cord make a ring of 41* ]il:iin stitches; i sini^lc stitch im the
first plain stitch, 2 chain stitches.

J(k/ roiv: * over a single cord, 7 plain stitches, skip 4 of the lower row, 1 plain over
the cord on the 5th plain stitch below; repeat 7 times from *, i single stitch on the
lirst plain stitch. Fasten off the threads.

3rd row: the scallops are worked in 7 rows to and fro; ** 7 plain on the 7 plain
of a festoon (place the stitches on the back loop of the stitches below), i chain — turn
the work — skip the first stitch, 6 plain, i chain — turn the work — skip the first

stitch, 3 plain, i chain — turn the work — skip the first stitch, 4 plain, i chain -
turn the work — skip the first stitch, 3 plain, i chain — turn the work — skip thi

lirst stitch, 2 plain, i chain — turn the work — skip the first stitch, i plain. Fasten
"ff the threads. Repeat 7 times from ^:i:.

Wheel with picots (Motive for the border of fig, 28). —
I^r the crochet work use D-M-C Crochet cotton, special

quality, No. 50 and for the cord D-M-C Crochet cotton, special

(jualit}'. No. 10.

i^t rnw: Over a double cord make a ring of 64 plain stitches; i single stitch on
the first plain stitch, 2 chain stitches.

2/irf rmc: Over a single cord and on the stitches of the lower row, make sixteen
limes: 4 plain stitches and i picot, i single stitch on the first plain stitch. Fasten
off the threads.
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Figure 28.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOIJJ'US-MIEG & C", Societe anonyme
MULHOUSK-BELFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate VIII.

Border with corner (fig. 29).

MATERIAI.S: I^incn of medium coarseness; D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton

perle) No, 5 and D-M-C Crochet cotton, 5 cord (Cordonnet 6 tils) Nos. 5 and 10,

in M'hite or in I-xru.

Begin with the rows of four-sided openwork stitches which

are made over 4 threads of the stuff, in D-M-C Crochet cotton,

6 cord, No. 5. Then make the openwork crosses by drawing out

three times 8 vertical and 8 horizontal threads of the stuff and
leaving twice 4 threads for the bars in darning stitch. For the

wide openwork between the crosses of the border draw out first

12 vertical threads, then draw out 3 times 8 horizontal threads,

leaving twice 8 threads of the stuff. The framing of the open-

work parts is done in corded stitches over 4 threads of the

stuff, with D-;\I-C Pearl cotton No. 5; the bars in darning stitch

and the lace stitches are done with D-M-C Crochet cotton,

6 cord. No. lo. Draw out 4 threads of the stuff for the narrow-

bands with knotted clusters. The embroidery in flat stitch is done
with D-;\I-C Pearl cotton No. 5. Peave 4 threads free between
the middle band and the two rows which are to be worked
in the same way as the wide openwork between the crosses.

Border (fig. 30).
MATI-^RIAI,S ; Ivinen of medium coarseness; D-M-C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) No, s and D-M-C Crochet cotton, special ciuality (Cordonnet special)

Nos. s and lo, in M'hite or in Cream.

The inside band numbers 36 threads of the stuff, in width
;

draw out i thread, leave 4 threads, draw out i thread more.

Do the four-sided openwork stitch with D-M-C Crochet cotton,

special quality. No. 5, over 4 threads of the stuff. The figures in

flat stitch are to be done with D-]\I-C Pearl cotton No. 5 and
the star stitches with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality,

No. 5. Trace the outlines of the openwork squares with 6 slanting

back stitches worked over 2 threads of the stuff. Cut the stuff

inside and buttonhole the edges with D-M-C Crochet cotton,

special quality, No. 10.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLLFUS-MIEG & C'^ vSociete anonyme
MULHOUSE-BKLFOKT- PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate IX.

Six grounds (tigs. 51, 32, 35, 34, 35 and 36).

MAT1:KIA1,S : I,inen of medium coarSLiiLss ; IJM-C Pearl cotton

(Colon perle) No. S and U-M-C Crochet cotton, (> cord ICordonnet 6 fils)

No. 15, in White or in r.crn.

I'or the gnjund, fig. 31, draw out and leave, alternately,

5 vertical threads of the stuff. Edge the bands of stuff with

crossed back stitches, made o\-er 2 threads of the stuff, with

D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 8.

For the ground, fig. 32, draw out and leave, alternately,

4 threads of the stuff. Ornament the bands of stuff with hori-

zontal stitches done with D-M-C I'earl cotton No. 8, separated

by 2 vertical threads of the stuff. Draw the disengaged threads

opposite ways and run a thread of D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord.

No. 15 through the clusters.

For the ground, fig. ;^;',, draw out 6 threads and leave 8 ver-

tical ones ; for the ground, fig. 34, draw out 8 threads and

leave 6 vertical ones. Edge the bands of stuff with crossed

back stitches and ornament the openwork bands with figures

in darning stitch done with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 8.

For the ground, fig. 35, draw out alternately, 4 vertical and

4 horizontal threads of the stuff and leave 8 threads. Edge the

squares of stuff with crossed back stitches worked over 2 threads

of the .stuff, with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 8.

For the ground, fig. 36, draw out, alternately, 5 vertical and

5 horizontal threads and leave 8 threads. Work with D-M-C
Pearl cotton No. 8 bars in darning stitch over the 3rd, 4th, 5th

and 6th of the 8 free threads, then surround the outside threads

with corded stitches and join the bars in the corners together

by two slanting stitches.
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Figure 35. FiKurr ;,(

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLLFU.S-MIEG & C^f, Soeiete anoiiyme
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Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate X ,*).

Two grounds (figs. 37 and 38). /

MATERIALS : Coarse linen ; DMC Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 3 and
D-M-C Crochet cotton, special cpiality (Cordonnet special) No. 10,

in A\'hite or in Cream.

For the rows of ladder stitch, draw out either 3 vertical or

3 horizontal threads of the stuff, according to the direction the

row is to take. Make seam stitches over 2 threads of the stuff,

with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality. No. 10 ; fasten the

threads of the stuff at the corners with corded stitches. Do the

embroidery in flat stitches with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 3.

(*) Complementary directions for the execution of the

patterns of this plate will be found in our 1st vSeries of "Drawn
Thread Work", figs, i, 3 and 63.
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Figure 37

Figure 38.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLIvFUvS-MlEG & Ci«, vSociete anonyme
MULHOUSIi-BELFOET-PARlS
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Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Plate XI.

Ground (fig. 39).

.MATERIALS ; Fine linen; UMC Alsatia Xos. 25 and 40 and
D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnct (1 fils) No. 50, in Wliite or in Kcru.

The openwork squares measure outside 4 centimetres. The
button-hole stitches, which secure the edges of the stuff are

worked over 4 threads with D-;\I-C Alsatia No. 40. Make the

network of threads, adorned with little wheels with D-M-C
Crochet cotton, 6 cord. No. 50 and the crosses in darning stitch

with D-M-C Alsatia No. 25. I'"or the rows of ladder stitch, in

the linen squares, draw out 5 threads of the stuff and Collect

4 disengaged threads together with seam stitches made with

D-M-C Alsatia No. 40.

The openwork squares of this ground closely resemble

"Teneriffe" work and we refer our readers to our album
"Teneriffe Lace Work", which contains a series of reproduc-

tions of wheels and squares \\hich may serve as patterns for

openvrork on linen.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOI.LFUS-MIEG & Cie, Societe anonyme
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Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Plate XII.

Ground (fig. 40).

MATI'lRIAI^S ; _Lineii of medium coarseness; D-M-C I'earl cotton

(Coton peric) No. 5 and D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special)

Nos. 10 and 20, in "W^hite or in Cream.

Make the edges in corded stitches over 3 threads of the

stuff, with D-M-C Pearl cotton Xo. 5, then make the embroi-

dered squares ; the four-sided openwork stitch is made over

3 threads of the stuff with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special

quality, No. 10
; for the embroidery in fiat stitch use D-M-C

Pearl cotton No. 5 and for the little ornaments in button-hole

stitch D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality, No. 20. For the

openwork squares draw out at the corners 21 threads of the

stuff and in the middle leave 6 threads, which are to be formed
into bars bj' means of darning stitches made with D-M-C
Crochet Cotton, special quality. No. 10. Make the corded bars

and the lace stitches with D-^I-C Crochet cotton, special

quality. No. 20.
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Figure 40.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DODLFUS-MIEG & C"^, Societe anonyme
MULHOUSE-EELFORT-PARIS



Directions tor the execution ot the patterns

on Phite XIII * .

Three borders (figs. 41, 42 and 43).

MATERIALS: Linen of medium oarsencss ; 1>-.MC Aisatia Xo. 15 and DMC
Pearl cotton (Coton perle) Xo. 3, in White or in Cream.

To make the openw(3rk ground draw out 3 threads of the

stuff and leave 3 threads; the border, tig. 41, numbers, in

height, 14 little openwork squares, the border, fig. 42, 10 squares

and the border, fig. 43, 17 squares. I'asten off the edges with

corded stitches, in D-M-C Alsatia No. 15, over 3 threads of

the stuff. Overcast the clusters, lengthways, with D-M-C Alsatia

No. 15 ; embroider the patterns in darning stitch, in D-M-C
Pearl cotton No. 3. All the disengaged dusters are to be over-

cast vertically with D-M-C Alsatia No. 15.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate XVIII.
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Figure 43.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOIJvFU.S-MIEG & Cie, Societe anonyme
MULHOUSE-BKI-FORT- PARIS



Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Plate XIV *).

Border (fig. 44).

MATICRIALS : I.iiitn nt nudiuiu coarsentss; DOI-C Alsatia No. is,

ill White anil in r.iJilm yellow jSj and DMC Pearl coltim (Colon ]ierle) No. 3,

in White.

T(j make the (jpeinvork gniuiid, draw out z threads of the

stuff and leave 4 threads ; the border numbers 38 little open-

work squares in height. Fasten off the edges with corded

stitches, worked with I)-M-C Alsatia No. 15, in White, over

3 threads of the stuff. 0\'ercast the clusters, lengthways, with

I stitch, with L)-i\I-C Alsatia X(i. 15, in (rolden j-ellow 783.

Embroider the patterns in darning stitch, with D-M-C Pearl

cotton Xo. 3, ill White; all the disengaged clusters are to be

o\-ercast \erticall\-, with \'ellow thread.

(*) The pattern of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate X\'III.
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Figure 44.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

D0I,LI'US-MIP:(; & C^ Soclete anonyme
MULHOrrSF.-KKLFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Plate XV *\

Border (fig. 45).

MATERIALS; Linen of medium coarseness; DMC Flax thread for knittins;

and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter} No. 20, in \\'hite.

To make the openwork ground, draw out 3 threads of the

stuff and leave 3 threads; the border numbers 31 little open-

work squares in height. Fasten off the edges with corded

stitches, worked over 3 threads of the stuff. Cord the clusters,

lengthways, with 4 stitches, with D-M-C Flax thread for

knitting and crochet No. 20 ; then cord the clusters vertically ;

embroidering at the same time the patterns in loop stitch.

I^eave 6 threads of the stuff towards the outside and make
a row of plaited square stitches over 12 threads of the stuff.

(*) The jjattern of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate XVIII.
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Figure 4 3.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOIJJ'US-MIEG & Cie, Societe anonyme
MUI.IinUSE-EELFORT-I'ARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XVI * .

Three squares (tigs. 46, 47 and 48).

MATI'RIAI.S : I.iiien of medium coarseness; D-M-C Flax lace thread

(I. ill inMir dcntelles) No. 20, in M'hite and 1)]\I-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. ''^,

in CrTntlower blue r'j4-

l''or the big square, tig. 4(1, draw out 41 times 2 threads of

tlie stuff, both \\ays. and leave 40 times 2 threads.

I"or the two Httle squares, figs. 47 and 48, draw out iq

tunes 2 threads of the stuff, tjoth ways, and leave 18 times

2 threads. Fasten off the edges A\ith corded stitches worked
over 2 threads of the stuff, with I)-M-C Pearl cotton No. 8, in

Cornflower blue 794 ; work the patterns in linen stitch, with

D-M-C Flax lace thread No. 20, in White, and cord all the

disengaged clusters with D-INFC Pearl cotton No. 8, in blue.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of ])late X\'III.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads
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Directions for the execution ot the patterns

on Plate XVII * .

Three squares (figs. 49, 50 and 51).

MATERIALS: Liuen of medium coarseness; DM-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour

deiitelles) No. 20, in White and D-M-C Pearl eotton (Coton perle)

No. 5, in Loeust-bean brown 356.

For the big square, tig. 49, draw out 81 times 2 threads of

the stuff, both ways, and leave 80 times 2 threads.

For the two little squares, figs. 50 and 51, draw out 43
times 2 threads of the stuff, both ways, and leave 42 times

2 threads. Fasten oft' the edges with corded stitches, worked
over 2 threads of the stuff', with D-]M-C Pearl cotton No. 5,

in Focust-bean brown 356; make the patterns in linen stitch,

with D-M-C Flax lace thread No. 20, in White, and overcast

all the disengaged clusters with i stitch, with D-M-C Pearl

cotton No. 5, in T^ocust-bean brown 356.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate X\'III.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DODIvFUS-MIEG & C'e, Societe anonyme
MnLHOUSE-BELFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XVIII.

Three squares (figs. 32, 3^ and 34).

MATERIAI^S: Net canvas; D-MC Flax lace thread (I,in pour dentellis) N... 20,

in White.

This plate, the patterns of which are of the same character

as those of plates XVII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII, is

executed in linen stitch on a net ground with D-M-C Flax

lace thread No. 20. We show in plate X\'III how the patterns

of openwork with lattice-ground can also be executed in

embroidery on net. On the other hand the work in embroidered

net can serve as patterns for openwork with lattice-ground.

We refer our readers to our album "Embroidery on Xet",

which contains a series of squares, borders and grounds,

suitable as patterns for openwork on linen.
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Figure 54.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads
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Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XIX *\

Three squares (figs. 55, 56 and 57).

MATKRIAIvS : Ivineii of niediuni coarseness; D-M-C Alsatia No. 15 and
D-MC Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special) No. 10,

in "White or in Cream.

For the big square, fig. 55, draw out, both ways, 81 times

2 threads of the stuff and leave So times 2 threads.

For the 2 little squares, figs. 56 and 57, draw out, both

ways, 29 times 2 threads of the stuff and leave 28 times 2 threads.

Fasten off the edges with corded stitches worked over 2 threads

of the stuft", with D-!M-C Alsatia No. 15 ; overcast with one stitch

all the horizontal clusters with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special

quality. No. 10, execute the motives in darning stitch, with

D-M-C Alsatia No. 15 and overcast all the disengaged vertical

clusters with D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality. No. 10.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate XVIII.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOI^DFUS-MIEG & C'e, Societe anonyme
MULHOUSE-RHLFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XX *\

Three squares (figs. 58, 59 and 60).

MATERIAXrS : lyineu of medium coarseness; D-M-C Pearl cotton

(Coton perle) No. 5 and D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 fils) No. 20,

in M'hite or in Kcru.

For the big square, fig. 58, draw out, both ways, 81 times

2 threads of the stufi: and leave So times 2 threads.

For the 2 little squares, figs. 59 and 60, draw out, both

ways, 29 times 2 threads and leave 28 times 2 threads. Fasten

off the edges with corded stitches, worked over 2 threads of

the stuff, with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5 ; transform all the

horizontal clusters into corded bars with D-M-C Crochet cotton,

6 cord, No. 20 ; execute the motives in darning stitch, with

D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 5 and cord all the disengaged vertical

clusters with D-]\I-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord, No. 20.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate X\''III.
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Figure 59

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOIvLFUS-MIEG & C'«, Societe anonynie

MULHOUSE-BELFORT-PARIS



Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XXI *'.

Three squares (figs. 6i, 62 and 63).

MATERIAI,S: Fine linen; liMC Alsatia No. 40 and D-JI-C Crochet cotton,

special qiuilit>" fCordonnet special) No. 40, in White or in Cream.

Trace the f)utlines of the motives reserved in the linen with

l)ack stitches, counting 4 threads of the stuff for each little

openwork square and 4 threads for each cluster. Embroider the

outlines with corded stitches over 4 threads of the stuff, with

I)-M-C Alsatia No. 40. Transform the ground into a net by
drawing out and leaving 4 threads of the stuff ; the clusters are

corded with 3 or 4 stitches in horizontal and vertical rows,

with D-]\I-C Crochet cotton, special quality, Xo. 40.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate X\'III.
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Figure 6i.
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Figure 62. Figure 63.

For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLIvFUS-MIEG & C^^ S<mete anouynie
MULHOT.TSE-BP.LrORT-PANIS



Directions for the execution ot the patterns

on Plate XXII i* .

Three squares (hgs. 64, 65 and 66).

MATKRI AI,S ; Fine linen; D-MC Enibroider\" cotton, ^p< cial quality (Coton a

Ijroder, quality spuciale) Xos. K.i and JS, in White.

Trace the outlines of the motives reser\'ecl in the linen with

Ijack stitches, counting 4 threads of the stuff for each little

openwork scjuare and 4 threads for each cluster. Embroider
the clusters with corded stitches, o\'er 4 threads of the stuff,

with D-;\I-C Embroidery cotton, special quality, Xo. 25.

Transform the ground into a net, by drawing out and leaving

4 threads of the stuff ; the clusters are overcast with i stitch in

horizontal and \-ertical rows, with D-M-C Embroidery cotton,

special quality, Xo. 16.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of ])late X\'III.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOI.DFUvS-MIEG & C'^, Societe anonyme
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Directions tor the execution ot the patterns

on Plate XXIH *:

Three squares (hgs. 67, 68 and 69).

.MA'ri{RIAI^.S : I^incn nf mcdiinn coarseness; 1)\M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread

(I^in flochc) Xo. S, and D-M-C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles)

No. ::o, in White.

Trace the Diitlines of the motives reserxed in the linen with
back stitches, counting 3 threads of the stuff for each little

openwork square and 3 threads for each cluster. Embroider
the outlines in corded stitches over 3 threads of the stuff,

with D-M-C Floss flax or flourishing thread No. 8. Transform
the ground into a net, by drawing out and leaving 3 threads

of the stuff ; the little squares of stuff in the net are to be
framed with four-sided openwork stitches, in D-M-C Flax lace

thread No. 20.

(*) The patterns of this plate may also be executed in

embroidery on net like the figures of plate XVIII.
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For working, use the D-M-C Cotton and Flax threads

DOLLFUS-MIEG & C'^, Societe anonj-me
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Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Phite XXIV.

Altar cloth (See figs. 49, 32, 33, 38, 61, 64 and 67).

MATERIAI.S : Fine linen; for the openwork sc[nares and the Retieella squares;

IVM-C Alsatia No. 40 and DJI-C Crochet cotton, (• cord (Cordonnet li tils) Xo. 50;

for the scjuares in TuiL^lish enibn)i(lery :

1>-.MC ICmbroidery cotton, special <|unlity (Colon a broder, qnalite speciale) Xo. Jj;

for the iiillow lace: D-.M-C Flax lace thread (I.in pour dentelles) Xo. 20.

This piece of work is a partial copy of an altar-cloth,

dating from the X\'Ith century, in the museum of industrial

art in Dresden; it may be executed, either like the original,

where the scjuares composed of tlo\\ers and animals, are em-
broidered on net, see tig. 52, j^late XA'III, which will make
the execution easier and fiuicker, or in openwork on linen,

that is to say, in the same way as the piece of work reproduced

on plate XXIV. The scjuares of linen, between the openwork
squares, are ornamented with little motives in English embroi-

dery, with a Reticella square inserted in the centre. The cloth

is edged with wide pillow lace, in the old Italian style
;
patterns

of other pillow laces, easier to make, will be found in our

album, entitled "Pillow I^aces", 1st Series.

I'or the scpiares with animals and flowers, in embroidery
on net, as in the original, use for the net ground and for the

embroidery in linen stitch, D-^I-C I'lax lace thread No. 20. If

the net ground be made by hand, make the squares of 85
meshes ; in this way you will ha\'e a mesh of net free outside

the frame in linen stitch. If 3-011 use woven net, lea\-e a mesh
free outside the frame and the edges of the woven net should

then be strengthened by a narrow hem, the stitches of which
should be hidden in the embroider^•.
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Directions tor the execution ot the patterns

on Plate XXV.

Four dessert d'oyleys

(See hgs. 13, 14, 53 and 36).

MATIiRIAI.S : Linen of medium coarseness; D-M-C Pearl eoUon
(Cot.in perlel X(j. J and D-M-C Crochet cotton, cord iCordonnet .i tils)

Xo. lo, in \\'hite <)r in ]'".crn.

Two dessert d'oyleys are to be ornamented with rows of

ope^^^ork, see tigs. 13 and 14, and two others are to be orna-

ineirted with corners formed b}' grotmds, tigs. 35 and 36. P^inish

olt' the edges of the hnen with an openwork hem about 18

iniHimetres wide.

Small table-cloth (See tig. 29).

M.\'I'1';RI.\I,S ; Linen eit medinm coarseness; 1)-:\LC Pearl cotton

(Coton ]ierle) Xn. 3 and D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special)

X'os. 5 and 10, in \\'hjte or in Cream.

()rnament the little cloth with a border of cut stitch work,

fig. zq, and finish off the edges of the linen with a hem about

45 millimetres wide.

Four dessert d'oyleys

(See figs. 21, 39, 62 and 63).

M.\TI':KI--\LS: Fine linen; D-M-C Crochet cotton, 6 cord (Cordonnet b Ills)

Xos. 50 and So, D-M-C Crochet cotton, special epialit\' (Cordonnet special) Xe^. .| o

and D-]\I-C -Alsatia Xos. 23 and 10, in \\'hite or in ]-XTn.

;\take two of these dess'ert d'o}deys of s(|uares, figs, bz and

63, and the other two of grounds, figs. 21 and 39. Finish off

the edges of the linen with a hem about iS millimetres wide.
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Directions tor the execution ot the patterns

on Plate XXVI.

Lady's collar (See fig. 2^).

MATERIALS: Fine linen; D-MC Fl;ix lace thread- (Lin pour dentelks)

Nos. 20 and 33, in White or in Cream.

The edge of the collar is to be worked according to the

directions given for lig. 2j of plate \'
; obser\'e that the

clusters, to be knotted with D-^l-C I'lax lace thread Xo, 35,

are to number 4 threads of the stuff. The embroidery of the

collar is to be done with D-M-C I'lax lace thread Xo. 20.

Two scarves for Ladies

(See figs. 2u, 23, 26 and 27).

M.\TI';RI.-\LS : Fine undresse-d, washing linen; D-M-C Alsatia No. 30 and
D-M'C Crochet cott(tn, special qnalit}' (Cordonnet special) Xos. 10, 20 and 50,

in M'hitc or in Cream.

The scar\-es consist of a band of stuff, cut on the cross,

17 centimetres wide and i metre 30 centimetres long.

Ornament the ends of the scar\-es with openwork moti\-es.

The left scarf is embroidered with the little row of openwork
used in fig. 2>i. The four motives in the stuff are executed in

the same way as the stars in the border, fig. 27. The right scarf

is ornamented with two small rows of openwork, similar to

the openwork row of the border, fig. 25 ; between these two
rows, work 7 squares in the stuff, to be executed in the same
way as those of the row of openwork, tig. 20.
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Directions tor the execution ot the patterns

on Plate XXVII.

Night-dress bag (See fig. 28).

MATERIALS: I^ineii of medium coarseness; D-M-C Alsatia No. 15,

D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special) Nos. 10, 20 and 50,

in M'hite or in Cream.

The bag is to be made of a strip of stuff, 50 centimetres

wide and 90 centimetres long, 66 centimetres of which are to

be taken for the bag and 24 for the fold-over. The border,

fig. 28, is to be worked along the two long sides, as well as

along the wide side of the fold-over, according to the explana-

tions given for plate VII.

Two oblong pincushions and one square one

(See figs. 12, 34 and 40).

MATKRIAI,S : I,ineu of medium coarseness; D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle)

Nos. 5 and S and D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special)

No. 10, in White or in Cream.

The tops of the oblong pincushions measure 24 centimetres

in length and <S in width. Ornament the left pincushion with

the ground, fig. 34, and the right one with a ground composed
of the openwork bands of fig. 12. The top of the square

pincushion measures 24 centimetres and is ornamented with

one big and 4 little openwork squares. The big square consists

of 4 openwork motives, executed after the ground, fig. 40 ; the

little squares placed at the corners consist of one openwork
motive. The three pincushions are made of flannel stuffed with

horsehair.

Lady's waist-belt (See fig. 25).

MATI^RIADS: I,incn of medium coarseness; D-il-C Pearl cotton (Coton perlei

No. i and D-M-C Crochet cotton, special quality (Cordonnet special) No. lo,

in \\'hite or in Cream.

The belt is formed bj' the embroidery, fig. 25, which is to

be executed after the directions to plate \"I. Tine the belt

with a coloured ribbon.
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Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XXVIII.

Table-cover (See lig. 74).

MATERIAI^S: Coarse linen, in dark brown; D-M-C Pearl cotton

(Coton pcrle) No. 3, in Wood grey 804.

Inside, the table-cover measures 82 centimetres in length

and 75 in width. — An openwork border with fringe, executed

after lig. 74, surrounds the table-cover. The corners of the

border are formed by adding at each angle 4 meshes, each

consisting of 6 threads of the stuff. You can continue the

embroidery above these meshes without interruption.

Two reticules (See figs. 71 and 73).

MATERIAI^S: Coarse linen, in old gold; D-M-C Pearl cotton 'Coton perle) No. 3,

in Cream yellow 579 and Golden yellow 783.

The reticules are 32 centimetres long and 24 centimetres

wide. — The left reticule is ornamented with a scalloped motive
to be executed after the explanations given for the border,

fig. 73. Line the reticule with dark red stuff; a double cord

run through little bars made of darning stitch forms the top

of the reticule. The right reticule is ornamented at the bottom
with a wide border to be executed after the directions given

for fig. 71. At the top leave an edge of linen, 20 threads of

the stuff wide, then embroider the narrow border for which
you draw out 10 threads of the stuff. Line the reticule with a

light blue material ; a double cord drawn through a runner
forms the top of the bag.
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Directions for the execution of the patterns

on Plate XXIX * .

Two borders (ligs. 70 and 71).

MATERIALS: Coarse linen; D-MC Pearl cotton (Colon perlc) No. 3,

in A\'ood grey S04.

For the border, fig. 70, draw out 32 horizontal threads of

the stuff and secure the edges with vertical flat stitches, made
over 3 threads of the stuff. Embroider the motives in darning

stitch over clusters of 5 threads.

For the border, fig. 71, draw out 28 horizontal threads of

the stuff and secure the edges with vertical flat stitches, made
over 3 threads of the stuff". Embroider the motives in darning

stitch and corded stitch over clusters of 4 threads.

(*) Complementary directions for the execution of the

patterns of this plate will be found in our 1st Series of

"Drawn Thread Work", figs. 35, '^^ and 38.
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Directions for the execution oi the pattern

on Plate XXX ;*;.

Border with corner (hg. 72).

MATERIALS: Coarse linen; D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perlc) No. 3,

in Smoke grey S22.

Embroider the scalloped edges over lo threads of the stuff.

For the rows of openwork draw out 24 horizontal threads of

the stuff. The bars that till in the corner are to be made with

threads of the stuff ; make the darning stitch and the corded
stitch, in the openwork row, with D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 3,

in Smoke grey 822.

(*) Complementary directions for the execution of the

pattern of this plate will be found in our 1st Series of " Drawn
Thread Work", iigs. 36 and 37.
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Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Plate XXXI.

Border with corner (hg. 73).

MATERIAI^S: Coarse linen; DM-C Pearl cotton (Colon perle) No. 3,

in Golden yellow 783 and Com yellow 712.

For the insertion, draw out, alternately, ii horizontal and
II vertical threads of the stuff and leave 8 threads. Embroider
the edges in iiat stitch set contrariwise, over 4 threads of the

stuff, in D-M-C Pearl cotton No. 3, in Corn yellow 712; em-
broider the light squares of the insertion over 8 threads of the

stuff ; surround the embroidered squares with 4 rows of darning

stitch, with D-]\I-C Pearl cotton No. 3, in Golden yellow 783,
make corded bars in the four directions, worked over the 3rd,

4th, 5th and 6th of the 8 disengaged threads and then make
4 rows of darning stitches along the light edges. In the empty
spaces, with the light thread, make loop stitches set vertically,

which are reinforced by overcasting stitches.
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Directions for the execution of the pattern

on Plate XXXll f*\

Border with fringe (fig. 74).

MATERIAI„S: Coarse liuen ; D-M-C Pearl cotton (Coton perle) No. 3,

in Saffron yellow 748.

Embroider the edge with plaited stitch, over 2 threads of

the stuff. Make the insertion bj' drawing out 30 horizontal

threads of the stuff. Embroider the motives with D-M-C Pearl

cotton No. 3, in Saffron j'ellow 748. Make the fringe by drawing
out as many threads at the bottom of the border as will give

the fringe a depth of 20 centimetres. The disengaged threads

are to be knotted so that each motive of the pattern has below
it three meshes or clusters of threads ; increase these clusters

bj' a few threads drawn out of the stuff and tie up the clusters

thus thickened with lieht thread.

(*) Complementary directions for the execution of the

pattern of this plate will be found in our 1st Series of "Drawn
Thread Work", figs. 22 to 24, 35 and '^']

.
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D-M-C LIBRARY

In the endeavour to develop the taste for fancy needlework

and to make better known the use of the numerous articles

made especialh' for sewing, embroidery, crochet work,

knitting, &c., by the vSociete anonyme Doi<lfus-Mieg & C"^,

the Company has published a series of works, which together

form a complete library of information dealing with every

known kind of needlework.

Although these publications surpass all that has ever been

done in this way before — by their artistic value, the choice

of the designs, and the attention applied the their execution —
yet, thej' are sold at a price quite inferior to their real value.

They could not have been produced at such favorable prices,

had it not been for the numerous editions jDublished and the

aim they are intended to serve.

Each album is edited in several languages and is composed
of a series of unpublished and much varied designs accompanied

by explanatory texts.

Ladies who do not find in our assortment the languages

with which they are acquainted, will nevertheless be able to

use successfulh' the albums of the D-M-C I^ibrary. Owing to

the clearness as well as the perfection of the designs, the text

becomes a secondary question and it will always be easy to

execute most of the patterns shown in these albums without

having need of the text.

Further on will be found a description of these publications,

which can be obtained of booksellers, mercers and at needlework

depots or direct from the Comptoir Alsacien de Broderie,

anc' Th. de Dielmont, Muehouse (France).



List of the publications

OF THE

D M C LIB RA RY

* Encyclopedia of Needlework. A handsome \'olume in-i6"i'^

of about Soo pages, illustrated by 1107 engravings and

13 coloured plates. English binding. Gilt top.

* The ABC of sewing. Panaphlet in-8°, 12 pages of text,

2^ explanator}- illustrati(jns and a plate of letters.

* The ABC of knitting. Pamphlet in-So, 16 pages of text,

17 explanatory illustrations.

Albums for Cross Stitch Embroidery, 1st, Ilnd and
Ilird Series (Albums de Broderies au Point de
Croix). 1st Series: 32 plates. Ilnd Series: 40 plates with

coloured designs. Ilird Series: 40 plates. In-4°.

=1= Cross Stitch • New Designs, 1st Series. Album in-8°,

containing 24 coloured plates, composed of grounds,

borders, &c.

* Cross Stitch • New Designs, Ilnd, Ilird and IVth Series.

Three albums in large octavo, each containing 20 coloured

plates.

* Cross Stitch • New Designs, Vth Series. Album in

large octa\-o, containing 16 coloured plates of borders,

backgrounds, &c.

* Marking Stitch, 1st Series. Album in-S° of 12 coloured plates.

* Marking Stitch, Ilnd, Ilird and IVth Series. Three
albums in-8° each containing 16 coloured plates.

(*) The piil)lic;iUons marked \\iUi an asterisk l--n are edited in l-'.nt;lisli.



LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE D-M-C LIBRARY

The Embroiderer's Alphabet. An album in-S", containinj^

82 coloured plates composed of alphabets, mouogranis
and patterns for counted stitch embroideries, followed

by 10 plates of monograms and scallops with tracings

for white embroider}'.

* The same album is also edited in- 16"'".

* Monograms and Alphabets for combination. Album in-<S",

31 plates of alphabets for combination and monograms.

Alphabets and Monograms , 1st Series (Alphabets et Mono-
grammes). Album in-40, 60 plates with explanatory text.

* Alphabets and Monograms. Ilnd Series. Album in large

octa\-o, containing 17 plates and an explanatory text.

Motifs for Embroideries, 1st and * Ilnd Series (Motifs
pour Broderies). Two albums in-80, each containing

32 coloured plates, composed of various designs for tapestrj-

and embroidery.

* Motifs for Embroideries, Ilird and IVth Series. Two
albums in large octavo, each containing 20 coloured plates

of various designs.

H: Motifs for Embroideries, Vth Series. Album in large

octavo, 15 coloured plates, a text and a series of drawings.

* Motifs for Embroideries, Vlth Series. Album in~8°,

containing 16 coloured plates, composed of various designs

in modern style.

* Colbert Embroideries. Album in large octavo, 16 ])lates

printed in colour and a series of drawings.

* Czecho-Slovakian Embroideries. Album in large octaxo,

20 plates printed in colour and a series of drawings.

* Jugoslavian Embroideries, 1st and Ilnd Series. Two
albums in large octax-o, each containing 20 plates printefl

in colour.

* Turkish Embroideries. Album in large octavo, 24 plates

printed in colour, a text and a series of drawings.

* Bulgarian Embroideries. Album in large octa\'o, i() ])lates

printed in colour, consisting of SN |)atterns.

(*) The publications inarlicd uitli an .-istL-risk ( i-) alL- cdiUd in English.



LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE D-M-C LIBRARY

* Morocco Embroideries. Album in large octavo, i8 plates

printed in colour, composed of 6i models of borders, grounds
and motifs.

* Assisi Embroideries. Album in-4°, containing 24 plates

printed in colour and a text with explanatory figures.

* Ecclesiastical vestments and Altar linen. Album in

large octa\'o, containing, printed in colour, 10 plates and
various detailed figures for three sets of vestments, a

dalmatic with deacon's stole, a cope, a humeral veil, an
altar hanging and sacred linen, as well as an explanatorj'

text. 6 supplementary sheets, with plans, designs and
tracings for the execution of the articles.

* Irish Crochet Lace. Album in large octavo, 52 pages of

text, 7 plates of patterns and tracings on linen.

Crochet Work, 1st and Ilnd Series (Le Crochet). 1st vSeries :

S plates composed of 64 patterns and explanatory text.

Ilnd Series: 8 plates composed of 57 patterns and
exjjlanatory text. In-4'^.

* Crochet Work, Ilird Series. Album in large octa\-o,

containing 13 plates, 70 pages of explanat(.)ry text and
numerous figures.

* Crochet Work, IVth Series. Album in large octa\-o,

containing 11 plates composed of 57 patterns and

(15 pages of text.

* Crochet Work, Vth Series (Coarse crochet). Album in-4f

.

I3rinci])al plates, 13 snpplementary plates and text.

M: Crochet Work, Vlth Series. Album in-.so, 8 ])lates composed
of ho models of lace edgings and narrow insertions.

Knitting, 1st and Ilnd Series (Le Tricot). 1st Series:

10 plates with 72 patterns and ex})lanator\- text. —
Ilnd Series: 10 plates with (13 patterns and explanatory

text. 10^4°.

;;: Knitting, Ilird Series. Allium in-8", containing 12 plates

composed of 4() knitting ])atterus acconi])anied b>'

3(1 ])ages of text.

(*) The piibUcatiuns marked witli ;iii ;isl(;ri.-.k {:::) arr filiU-il in Kui^li-li



LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE D'M-C LIBRARY

* Knitting, IVth Series. Album in-8o, containing 51 patterns,

with explanatory text. Additional leaflets showing finished

models.

French Net Work (Le Filet-Richelieu). Album in-4«,

30 plates containing 171 patterns with explanatory' text.

* Embroidery on Net (The Net Work), 1st Series. 26 pages
of text and 20 plates with various patterns. In-8°.

* Embroidery on Net, Ilnd Series. Album in-40, containing

59 models, a detailed text and explanatory figures.

* Filet-Guipure. Album in large octavo, containing 20 plates

with 68 patterns and a text with 17 explanatory figures.

Net Work Embroidery, 1st and Ilnd Series (La Broderie
sur Lacis). 1st Series: composed of 41 patterns. —
Ilnd Series : composed of 38 patterns. Both with explanatory

text. In-40.

* (( Macrame » (Le Macrame). Album containing 32 plates,

composed of 18S patterns with explanatory text. In-4°.

* Knotted Fringes. Album in-40, containing upon 20 plates

20 patterns and a text with explanatory figures.

* Hardanger Embroideries, 1st Series. Album in large

octavo, containing 36 plates and a text with explanatory

figures.

* Hardanger Embroideries, Ilnd Series. Album in large

octavo, containing 25 plates and a text with explanatory

figures.

* Openwork Embroideries. Album in large octavo, composed
of 48 i^atterns and 10 pages of text.

* Drawn thread Work, 1st Series. Album in-8''', containing

54 ]jages of text with explanatory figures and 20 plates

of ])atterns.

* Drawn thread Work, Ilnd Series. Album in-8", consisting

of II pages of text with explanatory figures and 32 jilates

of jjatterns.

Flat Stitch Embroidery (La Broderie au Passe).

All)um in-4", com])oscrl of i-j patterns, with tracings and

ex]>lanatory text.

(*) The pul)lications uiarkcd with uii asterisk ( ;) arc ccUlcd in I'ji.nli^li.



LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE D-M-C LIBRARY

* Embroidery on Tulle, 1st Series. Album in large octavo,

containing 24 plates, 8 coloured, and an explanatory^ text.

Motifs for Coptic Embroidery, 1st, Ilnd and Ilird Parts
(Motifs de Broderie copte). Each Part is composed
of 30 plates, one coloured, with explanatory text. In-4'^.

Pillow Laces, 1st and Ilnd Series (Les Dentelles aux
Fuseaux). 1st Series, octavo volume, containing 184 pages

of text, 8 plates with patterns of laces, and 55 tracings.

— Ilnd Series, album in large octa\'o, containing 58 pages

of text, 18 plates with 25 patterns, and 66 tracings.

* Needle-made Laces, 1st Series. Album in large octavo,

containing 15 plates, a series of patterns, and a text with

explanatory figures.

Point Lace (La Dentelle Renaissance). Album in-80,

containing 76 pages of text with explanatory figures,

10 plates without text and 10 patterns.

* Teneriffe Lace Work. Album in-8°, of 20 plates of patterns

and a text with explanatory figures.

* New Patterns in Old Style. Work composed of 12 plates,

accompanied by an explanator}' text and figures. In-4°.

* Tatting. Album in-8", containing S plates presenting

38 models, and a text with explanatory- figures.

Works of various kinds (Recueil d'ouvrages divers).

Album in-40, containing 242 engravings with explan-
atory text.

(*) The publicatiiMis markcrt with an asterisk (*l are editeil in liiitjlisli.



List of special articles
,

IN COTTON, LINEN AND SILK
inteoded fur embroidery,

sewing, knitting, crochet and for all kinds of needlework in general,

manufactured and put on sale under the trade mark

DMC
Cotton: b cord Alsatian sewing cuttuns {Fils d'Alsact), — 6 cord cotton I,ace

Thread (Fil a dentelles b brins). — 3 cord Alsatian sewing cotton (Demi- Alsace). --

2 cord Alsatian sewing cotton (Tiers-Alsace). — Bell mark cotton (Fil a la cloche).
-— Sewing and tacking cottons, bell mark (Cotons a coudrc et a batir a la cloche).

— Special Threads for sewing machines (Fils speciaux pour machines a coudre). —

-

Alsa. -— Kmbroider}' Twist (Retors a broder). — I-'mljroidery cotton (Coton a broder).

— Knibroidery cottons, special quality (Cotons a broder, qualite speciale). — Pearl

cottons (Cotons perles). — Shaded pearl cotton (Perle ombre). — Special stranded

cotton (Coton mouline special). — Special shaded stranded cotton (MouHne special

ombre). —
- FUjss crochet (Crochet floche), — Machine Kmbroidery cotton, special

quality (Coton a broder pour m.achines, qualite speciale). —
- Marking cotton (Coton

a marquer). — Marking cottons, special quality (Cotons a marquer, qualite speciale). —
Knotting cotton (Fil a pointer). -— Crochet cotton 6 cord (Cordonnet 6 his). — Crochet

cottons 6 cord, special quality (Cordonnets 6 tils, qualite speciale). — Crochet cotton,

bell mark (Cordonnet a la cloche). — Silky Cotton for fine Hosier^' (Sole dc coton pour
bonneterie fine). — Special Twist for fine Hosiery (Retors special pour bonneterie

fine). — Crochet cotton (Coton pour crochet). — Knitting Twist (Retors pour tricot).

— Knitting cotton, special quality (Coton a tricoter, qualite speciale). — Knitting

cottons, bell mark (Retors pour mercerie). — Knitting cotton, bell mark, special

qualit}' (Retors special pour mercerie). — Alsatia. — Darning cottons (Cotons a

repriser). ^ Darning cottons special quality (Repriser special). — Superfine

Darning cotton (Repriser superfin). -— Stranded Darning cottons 8 threads (Cotons

moulines 8 fils). — Alsatian Twist, special quality (Retors d'Alsace, qualite speciale).

~— Alsatian Cordonnet, special quality (Cordonnet d'Alsace, qualite speciale).

— Superfine Braid (lyacet superfin d'Alsace). — Cotton Braid first quality (I.acet-

Coton, premiere qualite).

Flax Thread: Floss Flax or Flourishing Thread (I^n floche). — Flax
Thread for knitting and crochet (lyin pour tricoter ct crocheter). — Flax I,aee

Thread (L,in pour dentelles).

Pure Silk; Persian Silk (Soie de Perse).

Rayon: Rayon for embroidery (Rayonne a broder).

These articles are supplied in all sizes in ecru, white, black and all colours.

They can be obtained at the drapers', needlework shops, &.c. ; however, the variety

of articles bearing the D-M-C trade mark is so great that it is impossible, even lur the

best furnished shops, to keep them all in stock.

Nevertheless, merchants in touch with the nianufacttu'crs, the Scjciete anonyme
DOLLFUS-MIEG & O*^, or their agents being able to procure any of these articles, even

in fairlj' small quantities, consumers can Ldwa>-s be sujiplied tlimugh them with

what they require.
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